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British entry:
the political
implications
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In his book "The Challenge of the Common Market," I. U.
Kitzinger quoted a British cabinet minister as saying, shortly
after Britain applied for membership, that the economic ad~
vantages of joining the Six "are so vast ~hat they hardly bear
thinking about." Now, however, Mr. Gaitskell believes that
the ~co.nomic advant~ges. and disadvantages of membership
to Bntam are about f1fty-f1fty and there is an increasing num·:1: \
·:- ..
-:-:be: of people who agree with him. "A cool analysis of ~he
gams and losses through entering Europe becomes daily more
difficult'', says the Manchester
NOT CERTAIN
Guardian Weekly of October
It IS likely, therefore, though it l,:::
18, and Lord Amory, speaking
is by no means certain, that Bri- :::..:-:-:.,....;·:·:·.w:~......·:·:w.
at Dalhousie on the same day
tain will soon become a member. - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - conceded that the economic And this is so despite the fact to be the most significant step not come from the military power it as long as France was mired
consequences to Britain are that the consequences for the taken in that process.
of the Soviet bloc, from the ten- in the Algerian War. DeGaulle,
Since, then, the economic ad· sions that exist because of that for his own purposes, has accepthighly speculative. The recent Commonwealth are unpredictable
and may be disastrous. It has vantages, if any, are small, and power, and from the possibilities ed the existence of such a special
Douglas amendment to Mr. been pointed out that the Com- since the consequences to the that unsound and dangerous moves position, has objected to it, and
Kennedy's Trade Liberalization monwealth has survived the fact Commonwealth may very well be will be made in relation to the wants to put an end to it. B u t
Bill still further reduces the that only Britain and Canada be- extremely adverse, why is British unresolved conflicts between the the prospect now is that "Europe"
Soviet bloc and the west. Bri- without Britain will soon become,
economic advantages to Britain. long to NATO and only Australia entry likely?
and New Zealand to the Anzus
POLITICAL
tish initiatives and restraints with if it has not already become, so
Pact; and the British Governrespect to these conflicts since the strong economically,
militarily,
ANY TERMS
d polit'Ic ally, tha t wash'ngton
The reasons are almost entirely
ment professes to believe that the
lways
have
eman
may
War
not
a
I
I
itica . In the first place, the
'11 h
t 1· t
t 1·t 1 0 r
Yet the resurgent British Liber- Commonwealth, having shown it- po
ave 0 IS en
m
e
Common Market is there and is bodied perfect wisdom but Britain WI
al Party is willing to enter Eur- self to be very adaptable in the
can hardly be blamed for not than it listens to Britain whether
it wants to or not, and that talk
ope apparently on almost any past, will be able to adjust 'itself expected to remain there; it is
terms. Despite the dissatisfactionof to British Membership in the Eur- strong and 'i s expected to grow wanting to have little or no in- of Britain's special position will
stronger; and the forces within it fluence on the decisions taken by become mere empty verbiage if
the overseas Prime Ministers, on opean Economic Community.
bearing it toward greater political the West -- decisions on which her it ever was anything else. Inthe grounds of inadequacy and
But NATO and the Anzus Pact unity are swelling. It is a hard, own fate as well as that of the deed, there is a possibility that
vagueness, with the terms already
"Europe" without Britain will benegoitated, and despite some rum- are primarily regional defence al- stubborn, 'inescapable, fact. The rest of the West depends.
CENTRAL REASON
come strong enough to constitute
blings of protest within the Conser- liances and the fact that their centuries-old British policy of prea "third force', capable to chalvative Party, lt is generally adverse effect, if any, on the venting the domination of Europe
This is the central reason why lenging the American leadership
agreed that the British Govern- Commonwealth has proved to be by any single continental nation
ment came out of the Llandudno slight, offers no real reassurance can now be carried out, as far membership in the Common Mar- of the West and of initiating actParty Conference a few weeks that the much more portentous as Western Europe is concerned, ket is considered essential by ions that would carry the approval
within the
Market If many Britons. Britain may have of neither the United States nor
ago determined to enter the Mar- event of British entry into Europe only
ket on better terms if it can get will be equally innocuous .. es- France's confidence in her ability some fear of the eventual domin- Britain. Though the United States
them but on existing terms if it pecially if Britain lives up to the to dominate the Market be well ation of t~e Common Market ?Y \\ants a united Europe for the sake
cannot. Although some people be- spirit of the obligation under the founded, traditional British policy Ger!I_lan.Y If she does no~ go 111 • of the economic, military and
lieve that the terms on which the Treaty of Rome as she could -- to would require Britain to go in to but It IS a fear of the mfluence diplomatic strength of the West,
Labour Party will accept entrance promote the establishment of "an check France. If, as is likely the that a Common Market so dom- it does not want that. and neither
'
inated will have on the. policy. of does Britain.
are impossibly high, the Labour ever closer union". The Common- case, French confidence derives the
West toward the Sov et Uruon.
Party has not rejected entrance wealth might be able to survive more from her 'Folie de frand- But even if the Market1 is not
ACT AS LINK?
in principle; it only insists that the removal, for plausible reasons, eur" and from certain real but dominated by Germany, she fears
certain conditions be met as the of the economic underpinning of temporary political and economic the political influence of a "Eur- It is possible, of course, and it
has been so argued, that by reprice of British adherence.
preferential or free entry of pri- facts, rather than from a realis- ope" to which she does not be- maining
aloof, Britain, could, even
Moreover, many members of mary products into the British tic assessment of the long.run long. France currently shares Ger- without occupying a privileged
market.
It
is
more
doubtful
wheththe Labour Party are profoundly
possibilities, and if it is Western man attitudes to many Cold War position, act as a link between an
unhappy about the official policy er it can survive, in any meaning- Germany, not ~ranee, that will · conflicts, notably so in the case of independent European "t h i r d
f•tl
way,
the
close
political
integsoon be the dommant partner, the Berlin. Seen in this light, the old force" and the United States and
adopted by the Party's September Conference. They fear, and rntion of Britain into Europe. To balance of power policy would re· British policy of remaining aloof perform its balancing act between
with some reason. that the Party's scme-. the much-vaunted adapta- quire Britain to go into check Ger- and attempting merely a balance them. The consensus of opinion,
attitude toward the Common Mar- bility of the Commonwealth in the many.
of power no longer makes sense both within and without Britain,
ket will turn into almost certain past looks in retrospect like a proIn the past, competition for do- because dominance in Western seems to be that this is not likely
defeat what would, in the absence cess of step-by-step adjustment minance in Europe was expressed Europe has already been achiev- and that outside "Europe" Britof the Common Market issue, be toward a less meaningful exist- through competing systems of al- ed - _if .n?t by France or Ger- ish influence will drastically dealmost certain victory in the next ence and they fear that British liance, largely external to one an- many mdlVIdually, then ?Y the cline. It is held that while she
general election.
entry into the Market will prove other, and Britain's balancing act Co!I_lmon Market countnes col- may not be able to take ove-r the
consisted of throwing support to 1€-cttvely. And the further these leadership of "Europe" if she enone or other of them. Today, the countries moy~ in tl~e direction ters, she will be better able withcompetition for dominance, if it ?f c~oser_ pohtJcal umon, the eas- in it than without to moderate its
takes place at all will take place 1e!· It will ~e for the~ to s~ak policies in the directions she
within the tightly-knit Common with one v.mce on .fore1~ pohcy. deems desirable and to keep barMarket. It may be unfortunate
The crucial ques~IO'! Is,. there- money between it and the United
for Britain, but it is a fact, or so fore, .whethe: ~!'ltam will. be States. Since it is not to be exit seems, that she can now per- more mflue~b~l m the. counc~s of pected that the other members of
form her balancing act only by the, 1We~t within or Wit~ou.t ~ur- "Europe" w i 11 always unite
t
t
· t "E
,
ope . Smce the war, Brttam has against the British point of view
permanen en ry m 0
uro~e.
boasted of having a special or on different aspects of world afIn the past, howeve~, the nse to privileged position with the United fairs, the British influence may
dommance of a contmental Eur- states in the determination of often be decisive.
opean power constituted a real western policv. There may have In addition to the economic and
threat to British security. Today, been someth.ing in this before political factors, there are what
despite the enormous potentialities 1958, when France was subject to Kitzinger call:; the psychological
of the Common Market, with or extreme political instability, when and social factors. Despite t h e
without Britain, Western Europe the rapprochment between France British rE-luctance to make whatis only a part of Europe, and the and Germany had not gone as far ever sacrifice of "sovereignty"
whole of Europe no longer cuts as it now has, a11d when the Com- membership involves, the chalthe figure it once did on the mon Market had not shown its lE:nge of the Common Market is to
There
world stage. The threat to Bri- now undoubted strength.
THE MAN AT WORK - Symbolizes booming economy.
tish existence and security does may even have been something in - Please turn t" page two -
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THE HALIFAX
SYMPHONY
On November 1, the Halifax
Symphony Orchestra gave their
first concert of the season. The
attendance was estimated at 800,
qutte an increase since the symphony's beginnings in 1952 as a
small string group. With the aid
of the Canada Council, the government and the CBC, as well as
support from the Halifax public,
th orchestra has become professional.

pretty little melodies, marred by
atrocious tuning in the wind section.

In the second half of the program we were surprised and delighted to find Stravinsky's Pulcinella so obviously enjoyed by
both audience and orchestra. Indeed the audience was so intrigued
with cool trombone and jazzy ryhthm that it went on listening blissfully for about a minute after the
Under the leadership of their Suite was finished. Smetana's
conductor, Mr. Leo Mueller, the Moldau was a pleasantly undesymphony has developed an am- manding finale.
bitious program. A ser ies of school
Yet in spite of such a rewarding
concerts, for example, has proved
to be not only educational but very program, and at a time when Halipopular as well among the students fax is engaged in a spurt of
throughout the Atlantic provinces. growth, the Symphony Orchestrq.
Regular T.V. and radio concerts does not even have a regular home
have made the symphony appre- in which to practise.
ciated on a national scale. One of
Although audiences in other prothe busiest orchestras in Canada, vinces have been extremely recep1t averages one performance every tive to the symphony during its
two days for the five-month sea- recent tour, many Haligonians preson.
fe r to stay at home with their
We felt Mr. Mueller 's program r ecor d players instead of attending
symphony concerts. I s the city of
Thursday night was somewhat pre- Halifax, so progressive in such J eunesses Musicales'
concert
tentious. Weber's Overture to Eur- m atter s as the building of shop- Oct. 28 was brought to Halifax
ya nthe was a rather am using at- ping centres, going to accept
tempt at program music, and the calmly this lack of inter est in its under the efficient ma nagement of
Mr. J ohn Martin , who initiated
Schubert was a happy blend of symphony orchest ra ?
the Halifax organization l a s t
spring. This series of concerts
comes from t he central organization in Montreal, and was chosen
by a democratically elected board
under Sir Ernest MacMillian, its
national president . Membership in
Halifax consists of some 160 students at present, and it is hoped
that students will t ake advantage
of the special $2.00 fee for t h e
Friday Nov. 23- 'The Romantics' . An art film . Dunn Bu ilding . season.

JEUNESSES MUSICALES

moving in the nostalgic t h i r d classical
a nd
contempor ary
movement. The performer, how- works. J ablonski's command both
ever, seemed best suited to t h e of the piano and of his audience
music of Liszt, playing the Hun- was such that he was brought
garian Rhapsody No. 12 with a back to play two encores, if that
bravura style like that of the be any indication of his talent.
w i 11
composer himself. We were im- The remaining concerts
pressed with Jablonski's develop- present the
violinist Andrew
ing mastery of technique, and Dawes, winner of the J eunesses
with his stage presence, although Musicales contest for 1962; the
we regret that he had t o take on Canadian Trio (flute, oboe and
the duties of the commentator. pianol and the Mixed Vocal QuarWe also note'CI that the program , tet. We anticipate with some dewhile it gave evidence of t h e light Mr. Dawes' performance,
pianist's ability in the fie ld
of which will be held at t he Halifax
romant ic m usic, might have been School for the Blind on the last
8 p .m. Admission free .
The first r ecital by Ma rek Jabmore balanced if it had included Sunday in November , at 8:30 p.m.
lonski made a trem endous impression upon those who had the
Friday, Nov. 23-24 - The Nova Scotia One Act Play Festival. stamina to end ure an evening of
unremitted r omanticism . JablonPrince Arthur Junior High School , Dartmouth .
sl,{i showed restraint and feeling
in his inter pr etation of the Mozart
Fantasy, the Brahms and th e
Friday, N.ov. 23, 8 p.m. - "The Ass and the Philosopher"
One :wonde~s what Beethoven would !have thought of all the inRavel. Chopin's B Minor Sonata
(Gwynyth Jones) "Hello Out There" (William Saroyan) was played with appropriately terpretations giVen to his compositions. The Music Room has r e cently acquired a stereo recor ding of Bruno Walter conducting Beenationalistic fervor, particularly
"In The Train" ( Frank O'Connor)
thoven's ~~venth Symphony. Ma ny critics feel that this work expresses military pomp, others see in it a procession in the catacombs
as in an old cathedral. Schumann believed the symphony portrayed
the festivity of a village marriage ceremony, while Max found in it
Saturday, 2 p.m. - "Passion, Poison arocl Petrefaction" (Shaw)
"a tale of Moorish knighthood." But m usic h as a meaning of its
"The Twelve-Pound Look" (J. M. Barry)
At the beginning of this year it
was found that the music listen- own and it is perhaps not fair to attempt to compare it to other
"Dust of the Road" (K. S. Goodman)
ing facilities on campus w e r e mediums of expression.
disgraceful. Those records
that
What is especially noticeable in The Seventh Symphony is 1!he
were kept in the Music Room
were in such pitiful shape, that spontaneity of the music, although Beethoven's manuscripts reveal
Saturday, 8 p.m. - "The Boor" (Chekhov)
not even a Hun would have both- his many prdbings and rejections. The symphony races from sudden
"Let There Be Farce" (Norman Walsh)
ered ruining them- that job had
already been taken care of by laughter which rises into ecstacy, to a gravity which becomes almost
"A Resounding Tinkle" ( N. S. Simpson)
the students themselve·s. Not too mournful. It is a symphony that, ex cept for the second movement,
long ago, Effie May Ross, of Van- cannot 'be listened to softly; it needs great spaces.
couver, died and
left some
The Bruno Walter recording is distinctive from other interpreSunday, Nov. 25 - Jeunesses Musicales Concert, Andrew money to the university to be used
for the Music Department. One of tations through its emphasis on the individual instruments. This is
the first fruits of discussions by
Dawes, violinist. School for the Blind. 8:30 p.m.
The Faculty has been the re-es- most evident in the third movement: the bass tones soar up, under"Cinderella," A Russian Film of the Bolshoi Ballet.
tablishment of the Music Room lining the melody so effectively that the instruments appear to be
as a place to listen to good music. answering one another. But sure as the Walter recording is in its
Hyland Theatre, 8:45 p .m.
A new stereo record player,
a handling of rhythm and varying p ace of the music, at times it seems
new piano, and some new records
are the result of this . Further, to .almost to drag in comparison with the earlier Toscanini recording
Thursday, Nov. 29 - Halifax Symphony Orchestra. Andrew protect the e-quipment from mis- whloh is so dramatic as well as faster in pace; however, Toscanini's
use, paid monitors have been expression of this movement can sometimes become nearly discordDawes guest artist. Queen Elizabeth High School.
found to work in the Music Room ant.
during the week.
8 p.m.
But the difference between t'he two director's interpretations is
As of now, not too many new
Program: Handel - Concerto grosse in B minor, op. 6 records have been bought, as ex- most noticeable in the second .and fourth movements. Toscanini's rependitures this year are planned cording reaches a great burst of ecstacy in the last movement, proMozart - Violin-concerto A major No. 5, KV 219
mostly for equipment. Those new viding an apt illustration for Romain Rolland's comment that The
records which have been procurBeethoven - Symphony No. 1 in C major.
ed, are mainly replacements for Seventh Symphony is "the work of an inebriated man . . . but one
older destroyed records in t h e intoxicated with poetry and genius." In comparison, Walter appears
room. Mr. David Wilson is hand- to lack the energy and forcefulness of his predecessor, and his renSunday, Dec. 2 - Russian Opera Film : Eugene Onegin.
ling the choosing and purchasing dition of the fourth movement is disappointing because of this. The
of records at the present, howHyland Theatre. 8:45 p.m.
ever Dean Hicks said that if the first and second movements are the ones most beautifully played in
students show enough genuine in- Bruno Walter's recording. ' In the first movement egpecially, the
terest, he would we·l come one of ascending and descending of the melody is reveale'CI very sensitivSu nday, Dec. 9 - "The Girl in Black". Halifax Film Society. them to sit with the faculty com- ely and subtly, without a jarring abruptness. Under Walter's dirmittee when the records are be- ection, the second movement becomes even more powerful than
Hyl and Theatre. 2:30 p.m.
ing chosen . Needless to say it will t'he fourth and for this reason I prefer, in this particular recording
take more than 8 students a day to reverse the movements and listen to the second movement last
Unlike the Toscanini interpretation, Walter's second movement 'h.a~
to prove interest.
a sadness t~at haunts one for a long time aft~rwards, yet it conveys a feelmg of peace rather than of exaltat10n or depression. I
., don't think that even Toscanini achieves this haunting quality.
Cont'd. from page 1
many Britons an exhilirating one immediate electoral reasons, en- tide of British entry is at the
The Walter recording may not have the exuberance of Toscanthat appeals powerfully to t h e try on terms acceptable to t h e flood and that Britain, having ini's, but it loses none of the symphony's strength and grandeur,
imagination. They feel that by British people. Equally desperate spurned its opportunity of the
nor does it lose the feeling of inevitability containe'CI in all Beethstaying out Britain will miss the the Labour Party needs for elecbus that is on the road to an ex- toral reasons failure of the Con- mid-fifties, must take it at once. oven's compositions, the impression that each note follows the
citing future. And there are many servatives to obtain acceptable My own view, for what it is other in a perfect sequence, so that one feels that no other note
others who believe that member- terms. Both are in a very tricky worth, is that deferment would could have 'been possible. Leonard Bernstein describes Beethoship will lead to closer cultural position. De Gaulle, having a veto not be fatal; that the pressures in ven's music as leaving us "with the feeling that something is right
ties that will immeasurably en- and owing to the Conservatives' Britain, Europe, and America that in the world, that something checks throughout, something that
rich the artistic and social life of need, is in a strong position but he are pushing Britain into Europe follows its own laws consistently, something one can trust, that
Britain.
may yet overreach himself. After are too powerful and permanent will never let us down." Of all the co>nposers, Beethoven seems
In the meantime the Conserva- De Gaulle goes, France may well to be irked by the failure of a to illustrate best Romain Rolland's statement that "it's a fine
thing, a musician's trade. It is to be God on earth.''
tive Party desperately needs, for be less demanding. But there is a first att~;>mpt.
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Bad taste mars McGILL CONFERENCE
first showing STRESSES NEW EUROPE
By ESU MUNDI
The first production of the Halifax Film Society was marred by
taste in the choice of films. The first few movies, sprightly and original, set the audience at their ease; then the unexpected showing
of a French film about German concentration camps made them
sick in their stomachs.
We are, of course, not questioning the desirability of presenting
such documents to the public. We question only the propriety of interpolating such a film into a programme of otherwise light entertainment.
People who lhad spent the previous hour laughing were taken
aback •by the sigh t of naked, starved men and women; piles of bodies bulldozed into open graves; and 'heads carried by the ·armful to
f uming crematoria. Atrocities without end, stark, macabre, horrifying.
And th en the evening continued in the initial humorous vein.
An animat ed car toon; a photo-story of the Alpine stock car rally; a
clever and original English trick film.
The evening concluded with a documentary study of the tawdry
life of C anadian celeb r ity Paul Anka. The adolescent idolotry accor ded th is 45 RPM h ero was the occasion of incredulous howls of
merriment from the audience. B ut our Features Editor, Mr. Leslie
Cohen, expressed h is concern at this disturbing phenomenon of the
Amer ican Way of Life.
The succeeding two films shown by the Film Society went some
way towards makin g u p for the initial blunder. "The Gates of
H-ell," a J ap an ese p r oduction, met with unqualified praise. And
"The Great Adventurer," a Swedish nature film lby the noted Arne
Sucksdorf, impressed a nd delighted the audience.
The success of the latter film derived from its poetic appreciation of natural life. Far from idealizing the animal world in the
fashion of Daddy Disney, Arne S ucksdorf captured the primaeval
q uality of animal existence in its very atavistic nuance.
The fox eats the chicken, the farmer shoots the fox, less agile
beasts fall prey t o the lynx, and old Emile the fisherman stalks his
r iv al the otter. Nasty, •b r utal, an d short, as Hobbes would have said,
But this h ar shest of epics w as presented with a moving lyricism
that som ehow gave beauty to the crudeness and grandeur to the
savagery.

By PETER HAYDEN

Ma rg aret Mercer and Eric Hyst, who recently appeared
with the Ballets Canadiens at the Capitol Theatre in Halifax, perform the Pas de Deux from the Black Swan .

The recent McGill Conference
on World Affairs laid special emphasis on the effects of the EuroJ'IPan Common Market. Addresses
were delivered by eminent speakers and discussions were held betwee-n the assembled delegates on
central problems brought out by
the speakers. It is with these problems that I shall deal in this
article (the essence of the speech
by Prof. S.E. Harris of Harvard
on the challenge of the Common
Market is reproduced elsewhere
in this supplement> .
The consensus of the discussion
group in which this writer participated was that the Common
Market would be beneficial to the
world as well as to Europe, that
Britain's entry into the association should not be hindered by
the objections of Commonwealth
countries, and that Britain would
gain from such affiliation. Delegates felt that there was little
likelihood of a movement towards
political unity, especially in view
of the recent attitudes of France.
The entry of Britain would, impede such a trend.
E F F ECT ON
UNDERDEVELOPE D NATIONS
Some delegates contended, however, that the industrial growth
of the underdeveloped countries
would be retarded by the tendency on the part of the Common
Market to use them only
as
sources of raw materials. As a
result, large areas might be laid
.
· fl
d
open to Russ1an m uence
an
infiltration. Such contentions, in
the opinion of this wrter, betray
a mistnJ.st of the Common Market that is , in light of concessions
already made to the
under·
1
1
d eve1ope d coun t nes,
arge Y unfounded. The success of the underdeveloped nations of Asia an d
Africa depends in the long run on
the degree of unity they can
achieve in their dealings with the
Common Market members.
The Common Market, it was
r tressed, was not intended to be
a completely independent economic unit and there would still be
trade with the rest of the wor ld.
In fact. while imports from Common Market countries rose 37 per
cent from 1958 to 1961, imports to
the Common Market from
nonCommon Market countries rose 25
per cent in the same period. Canada's trade has at the same time
shifted from Britain to the E .C.M.
One of the problems considered
was the effect of the entry of
nume rous, presently unaffiliated,
countries. As of now, Denmark,
Ireland, Norway, Spain, and the
United Kingdom have applied for
full membership, while Austria,
Sweden, Switzerland, and Turkey
are seeking associate status. A
treaty arranging for t he association of Greece has already been
signed. Certainly, the difficulties
that the Common Market is experienci ng in r egard to t he coordination of social a nd economic
policies will be incr eased by such
extension of m ember ship .

t ages of Britain's entry , have naturally made the m ost of the opporh mity , vigorously airing complaints and warnings. Almost with- Continued From Page Three - out exception they strongly urged
th e British Government to sacrifice . if ne cessary, its own interests,
terests of the Commonwealth can in the na me of the Commonwealth .
be adequately safeguarded, a clos- This was a cle ver and powerful aper association with the enlarged peal ; the concept of the CommonCommunity might result in consid- wealth still possess great emotion.t:o r·c:. bk economic benefits for all. a l significance even if it cannot
rn the short term, however, Bri- be pre cisely defined . And yet, at
tain's entry into the Common the same time the speeches of
.Market will inevitably meat) econ- th ese imperial advocates were deomic sacrifices all round . It has liberate-ly dictated bv their own
been estimated that Canada, for narrow national self-ii1te rest. Take
'xample, would lose exports sales Australia and New Zealand with
to the value of $200m a year.
living standards amongst the highExc;ctly what terms will consti- est in the world . Passionately they
ttotc adequate safeguards for the J: lead that no restrictions be placed
vital trading interests of the Com- on tl':eir exports of temperate foodmonwealth no one has yet dete-r- ,tuffs, and that they should be
mined. Some dominions have even guaranteed the right to compete
found it impossible to state which o.1 equc:l terms with European
interests are truly vital, and which farmers. Yet neither country will
relative-ly trivial. But most of them reduce its prices sufficiently to
have indicated that Britain's pre- enable fellow Commonwealth counsent concessions from the Com· tries, India and Pakistan, to immunity do not sufficiently protect pott the food they so badly need.
tLcir economic interests, and the Why'? Because this might mean a
degree to which they fall short has lower standard of living. Sir AlexdLtermined the vehemence with a nder Bustamante spoke for many
which they have individually op- when he· talked about ·•a surgeon's
J:.Csed British entry into the Com- knife thrust into the body of the
mon Market. Indeed, the Common- Commonwealth", but it was odd to
l'.e~:!lth Prime Minister, invited to hear such sentiments from a man
comment on the possible disadvan- whose party broke up the Carib·

bea n F ederation so t ha t Jamaica
need not s har e her we·alth with her
poorer neighbour s . E qu ally typic al
was t he attitude of Mr. Diefe nbaker , who shook a m ost magisterial
a nd dis approving head over the
shortcomings of Br ussels, and who
was severely reprim a nd ed by the
Britis h pr ess for his pains. Yet
e \'en he ca n hardly imagine that
the s ubstitution of European t ariffs
for imperial preference would
place Canada in r eal dange-r of
becoming, as one commentator put
it, 'a sort of Manchuria-withhockey players !
What Hope?
If m at ernal instincts and the
fear of losing economic advantages
determine the attitude of the- various Commonwealth leaders to
Britain's entr·y into the Common
Market, what hope is there for the
future of the Commonwealth? In
the older white dominions the emotional basis of the Commonwealth
tradition is still strong-sufficiently
so for them to want to preserve an
informal membership. But the
newly inder:·.::ndent members do not
share this emotional attachment,
except rerhaps in the case of the
West Indies. Whether such matters
as defence , democt·atic ideal and
parliamentary traditions are still
common int~:·rests is much open to
doubt. Ghana's comments about
colonialism and imperialism, al-

What happens-

The policy of the Common Market in respect to neutrality will
not ease the entry of nations like
Sweden, Switzerland and Austria.
But whereas Austria's neutrality
is not of her own choosing, t h e
neutrality of Switzerland has been
dictated largely by conflict between the French and German
elements in the country itself.
KENNEDY TRADE BILL
The Kennedy Trade Bill w a s
considered by delegates to
be
a well-advised move on the part
of the U.S. in meeting the challenge of the Common Market. Indeed, some delegates expressed
their surprise that the traditionally protectionist American Congress had consented to the Bill,

notwithstanding concessions made
to the glass, carpet textile and
oil industrie5.
The bill allows the· President of
the U.S. to euminate tarifs completely on categories of commodities in which the U.S. and Common Market control 80 per cent
of the world trade. Although only
one category fits this description
at the moment, i.e . aircraft, if
Britain enters the E.C .M.
some
80 categories will be comprehended by the Bill's provisions.
But there has as yet been no in·
dication that the Common Market is willing to throw open its
doors to American products in exchange for American tariff concessions.

New French-Canadian novel:
st.omach s eye view of girl
1

By PAUL MciSAAC
Marie-Claire Bla is

figuring cancer, and the family
home is burnt to the ground by the
The Canadian novel has main- boy.
tained a level of often stolid conMiss . Blais builds up her story
ventionalism in the face of a more with a chaotic succession of bizprogressive trend which has ocare events, and sick, sick psycupie·d writers of other nationalities. Whereas the writers of the chology. The novel is quite effective, in the development of its
United States and Great Britain strange tale, but it lacks power
have treated the dissatisfaction because of the narrow range of
and rebellion of their post-war
Miss Blais' imagination. The abgenerations, and whereas those of
solute inversion of theme shocks ,
France have become enamoured touches, always holds the- interest,
of chosisme, the Canadian author but rather as one may be interhas been content to stick to the
ested in the deliberate murder of
well-beaten path, offering little
a captured fly.
challenge or stimulation.
1
Perhaps when she has distilled
Marie-Claire Blais, in her novel her imaginative powers to a more
Mad Shadows, has taken a step in acceptable essence, and learned
n new direction. Mad Shadows, a to develop the glimmer of comnovel probing the relationship of a passion evident in Mad Shadows,
girl to her mother and brother, lV.liss Blais will produce a novel of
purports to exp,ore, in the fashion more significance. It is the step
of Baudelaire, the most secret es- which is important.
sence of existence. The girl, incredibly homely, despises her simple-minded brother because of his
great physical beauty. The mother lavishes all her attention on the
boy, giving little more than perfunctory attention to the girl. When
the mother takes a lover - and
weds him - the girl seduces a
blind boy into marrying her, having convinced · him that she is
beautiful. By the book's end, the
blind boy has r egained his sight
and fled the deception , the girl
has s ca lded a nd disfigured her
brother, the m oth er suffe r s a dis-
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beit more r·adical tha n m ost , are
echoed by countries like Nigeria ,
India, P a kistan a nd Ceylon. Nor
is a belief in the British form of
democracy any longer a binding
fo r ce of the Commonwealth . African states who have- inherited the
par liamentary m achinery of Westminster , nearly all tend towards
one-party political systems. If fun·
damenta l economic ties are brok
en, m em ber ship of the Commonwealth will then offer these newer
nations little m or e than a vague .
though genuine , spirit of fellows hip , a common language, and a
m or e
influ e ntial
international
~ta ndin g. At the same time, the
Comm onwealth has everything to
lose- if it cea ses to re present am ongst its ranks pe oples of various
r aces a nd traditions from many
contine nts: a Commonwealth restr icted to the white dominions ' will
rave no more importance in the
world than an old soldiers ' association.
Fin ally, the re remains a substantial core of misgiving about the
effect which closer political ties
with Europe will have on the tenuous structure of the Commonwealth . So far the political implications of Britain's entry into the
Common Market have been almost
er.tirely submerged by the vigorous economic debate. The six existing members of the Community

have openly declared political un
ion or fe der ation to be t heir ulti·
m ate goal, but its exact form is
a m atter for speculation, a nd pro
gress t owards it will undoubtedly
be very gradual a nd pragmatic.
Time a lone can provide the answer to this q uesti on. There can bP
no doubt, however, that the dU
appearance of already slender poll
t!.:.!!l .:_h:Jslcn -;vould be far less fa
tal to the Comm onwealth than the
elimination of its fundamental ba·
sis of common economic self-inter·
est. This is th e major, immediate
problem. By the way the negitiations are proceeding, it seems
likely tha t the essential trading
inte-rests of the Afro-Asian nations
will in general be ad equately safe·
guarded ; it is the old white dom inions who will have to make the
greatest economic sacrifices, at
least in the short te rm . Will they,
despite complaints, do this, in th€
belief that Britain 's entry into the
Common Market will in the long
run strengthen the economic foundations of the Commonwealth as a
whole? I think tbey will.
Certainlv they themselves have
offered no alternative solution
within the existing imperial framework of preferenti e l trading relations which would satisfactorily
resolve Britain's current economic
dilemna.
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economic impact of
the ECM on the Inner Six
'

"Formation of the Common ial? And anyway, the "wind of
Market did not bring about the change" sweeping over Europe
rapid rate of economic growth would so revitalize the Old
World that, with hard work,
in Europe; rather, Europe's
low taxes and cooperative
rapid rate of growth made the trade unions, the millenium
Common Market possible. "This would be just around the corobservation was made by Prof. ner.
Harry Johnson of the Economic
Academically Obtuse?
Department of the University
With all of these arguments, Dr.
of Chicago at the Mount Alli- Johnson begged leave to differ. In
the space available, I propose to
son Summer Institute in August discuss more fully some of these
of this year. Prior to Johnson's points in an attempt to assess whe·
ther Johnson was simply being acmild bombshell, the Institute ademically obtuse in refusing to
participants, who were discuss- accept the "common-sense-man-ofthe-world" point of view, or wheing the broad subject of "Can- ther he had a real point to make.
ada, the Commonwealth, and
Valid Reasons
the Common Market," had apThere are a number of valid reapeared to accept without dis- sons for supposing that the formation of a Common Market might
sent the proposition that the be economically beneficial to the
formation of a Common Mar- participating countries. (The question as to whether and to what exket would inevitably increase t ent these "-~
ucnefits may b e at ......
....~e
the economic welfa.re of the expense of outsiders is another
question, of course). The two definmember nations.
ing characteristics of a "common
market" from an economic point
of
view are (1) an agreement
In support of this idea, had
among members to eliminate all
not the "Reader's Digest" just tariffs on goods transported from
published a list of "before and one member country to another,
after'' prices, showing dramitically how the formation of
the European Common Market
had lowered substanially the
the prices of a number of con~
sumer goods? Did not everybody know that by creating a
"mass market" of 170 million
persons the Common Market
would enable European manufacturers to duplicate American production
techniques,
and, thereby, the American
standard of living? Surely it
was obvious that the increased
competition which would result from reduction in tariffs
could be nothing but benefic/'

tion than "European Common Mar- duction costs to a minimum. En- ample is no exception. The growth
ket." However, up to the present
time the implementation of the large the potential market of this rates of the· Common Market counRome Treaty llas been largely con- manufacturer by participating in a tries were equally impressive prior
fined to those sections dealing with "common market"' venture and, to 1958, and, lest someone claim
tariff adjustments. Implementa- so the argument goes, he will res- that this merely proves the effictions of the provisions relating to pond by producing a larger output
acy of the "phychological impact"
the common transport policy, the
free movement of labour and cap- at a lower cost per unit, thereby argument, rates of growth were
ital, and the coordination of nation- enhancing the economic welfare of high, even prior to June 1955, the
al monetary and fiscal policies, the community.
earliest date at which anyone
has be-en slight. For this reason,
could reasonably have anticipated
"Benefits of Competition"
attention here will be focused upon
the formation of the Common Marthe effects of reducing tariff barThe "benefits of competition" ar- ket. The high growth rates subseriers.
Proponents of the case for the g ... aleiiC is not an argument alone: quent to 1958 do not, therefore, proeconomic benefits of customs un- ''Capitalism vs Socialism" lines, as vide conclusive proof of the beneions use a multitude of arguments some might imagine, but rather an
but it is impossible to isolate three argument along even hoarier bat- ficial economic effects of the Common Market, since an equally imof the most important. For ease
of reference they can be labelled tle-lines, "Free Trade vs Protec- pressive performance was registthe "economies of scale" argu- tion." Generally speaking, and ered before 1958. In fact, one aument, the "benefits of competition" with certain exception, tariffs give
argument and the "psychological rise to an uneconomic allocation thor, Mr. Lamfalussey of Belgium,
impact" argument.
of scarce resources since they en- has shown that after one allows for
The "economics of scale" argu- courage manufacturers to produce various cyclical influences, it is
ment, f3-S indeed are e-ac_h of the ot- products which can be produced at not possible to say that the Comhers, IS perfectly straightforward
mon Market has had any detectand plausible.
Modern techniques ·a lower cost somewhere else. The able effe-ct upon the growth rates.
of production for many commodities so-called "tariff-wall" prevents the
are sueh th a t 1ow uru·t cos t s can b e foreign manufacturer from under- What, then, is one to make of the
achieved only by producing a large selling his c;lomestic counterpart, various arguments outlined above
output. By increasing the size or
whichpurport toshowthatthefor"scale" of a factory, a manufac- the consumer paying in the form
.
turer can install assembly-line of higher prices for the privilege mahon of a Common Market would
techniques that will enable him to of keeping the high-cost producer have a beneficial impact? The anemploy labour most efficiently, in business. Removal of the tariff, swer would appear to be that while
andlhe can make use of specializ- it is argued, forces the domestic logically sound, their empirical siged and expensive capital equipT
·
li t
producer to meet foreign competi- m Ic~~ce. IS. s gh . "Econo~~s ~f
A. M . Sinclair, Assistant Professor of Econ- tion or to go out of business, and scale Will mcrease P~oducbvity if
omics at Dalhousie, is a native Haligonian, born either way to reduce costs, in the the:e are any economies to be exlatt er he will have found a more pl01ted. However, most of the counin 1936. He studied at Dalhousie where he re- productive line of work to which tries_ forming the Common Market
ceived his B.A. Following this he read for his to devote his talents. Moreover, are m themselves large enough to
consumers gain from reduced pric- enable manufacturers to take full
B. Ph il degree at Oxford. He is now engaged
advantage of the economies of
es .
mass
production. Countries with
in working towards his Ph.D. at Harvard.
Th "
h 1· · 1 ·
t"
e psyc o ogiCa rmpac
ar- populations of tens of millions are
an~ (2) an agreement that all ment. Although total installation gumeirt';'" "as-·I-haveternied"l.t7"is sufficiently large to support most
members will impose the same or "overhead" costs will be high, somewhat less mechanical and pre- industries, the main exceptions betariff rate on goods moving into the "overhead" cost per unit of cise in its implications, but never- ing atomic energy and commercial
the common market area from 1th e prifoduct in qfi~e~tiotn wil1 be theless it too can be articulated in aircraft The "benefits of competioutside. As many people have ow
a
suf c1en
vo1ume
.
.
.
·
pointed out, the six countries of output produce(}.
a srmple way ~hich IS no~ too tion" accruing from the lowering
(Fr,ance, Germany, Italy, BelUnder certain conditions, the larg- much of . a cancature. Bu~mess- of trade barriers will tend to imgium, the Netherlands, and Lux- er the output, the lower will be the men, feeling that t~e formation. of prove the allocation of resources,
embourg) which signed
the Rome final cost of production per unit, a_ common ~arket I~ bound_ to giVe as consumers switch from high to
5
1?c.rease 1
and hence the lower the price paid nse to
the mcomc:s low-cost producers, but in the
beyond mere agreements to ad- by the consumer. However, a man- of most mdiVIduals, mcrease th~rr over-all picture the net result may
just tariff rates, and for this ufacturer faced wiht a small dom- expenditures on plant and eqUip- be small. Johnson has calculated
reason the term "European Econ- estic market may not be able to ment in order to have factories that, should Britain join the Comomic Community" rE.E.C.) is pro· produce at a level _of output large ready to meet the additional re- mon Market, the total "once-forbably a more meaningful designa- enough to reduce his average pro- quirements of the lucky recipients. all" gain from this source w<>uld

~a::Y ~~zn!~~n~ ' !,~~h lha;~

a~

McGill Conference on World Affairs:

As any post-1936 graduate of Econ- be about 5% of its national income,
omics 1 should know, increased ex- and Scitovsky has estimated an
penditure on factories will itself even smaller gain for Continental
give rise to an increase in national countries. (See The Free Trade
income. Therefore, even though Proposals, ed G. D. N. Worswick,
the Common Market "by itself" Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1960, p
may have no expansionary effect 136) . Finally, although its very naon national income, because busi- ture prevents an accurate measMarket, and thus it is very hesitant nessmen thought it would have urement of its effect, the "Psychoabout entering. It only started to
consider the possibility of entering had an effect in this direction it logical impact" argument taken by
after the Trade Union was well will have such an effect.
itself neglects the other factors
formed, and this put it at a disHaving gone this far, adding a- which contributed to Europe's inadvantage.
Britain stated that they were a long the way certain qualifications vestment boom throughout the
higher wage country than any of and amendments which in no way whole period of the 1950's.
the West European countries. To- change the substance of the arguUseful Key
day, this argument no longer holds ment many writers proceed to
water, as Italy is the only country
which has a relatively low wage trot out a number of figures which Two thoughts will be presented
show that, since the inception of in concluding. The second part of
per hour.
Protected by Trade
the European Common Market on Johnson's comment, to the effect
Some Commonwealth countries January 1, 1958, the economies of that Europe's expansion made the
will be protected by their large the six countries involved all have Common Market possible. provides
trade, such as Canada, which exports $4,000,000 worth of wheat experienced rates of growth which a useful key to understanding the
each year. But Australia, whose are substantial, impressive and ease with which the whole affair
wheat is less in quantity and poor- some multiple !usually two) of was consummated. Economic proser in quality, will suffer through some other country's growth rate. perity not only made it easier for
the high export tariff which Britain will be forced to impose on !The other country is either the US any disturbance and adjustments
her.
or the UK: occasionally, however, to be smoothed out, but it also
This Common Market t a r i f f one reads "Canada" at this point.) sweetened somewhat the political
would reduce the special privileges With a brief farewell not to the implications of the Rome Treaty.
Britain now gives the Commonwealth countries, and would raise arguments which led the reader to Finally, the arguments put forward
the prices of the commodities anticipate this happy conclusion, by the British Government in supwhich Britain receives from these the author concludes with the pious port of its application to pin the
countries. The only benefit Britain expression of a hope for even larg- E.E.C. are re·levant to the general
would acquire would be a reduc- er growth rates in the future.
theme presented here: a careful
tion in taxes on foreign goods.
Ask For Yourself
reading of the Government's case
The final point to be considered
is the benefit of the Common Mark·
In order to avoid cluttering up does not reveal any precise stateet to the under-developed coun- the page with numbers, the reader ment as the economic benefits to
tries. One economist states, "The
be derived by Britain from closer
United Kingdom program is to help is invited to check for himself that association with the Six, nor does
the rich West European countries, the growth rates of the Six have the Government seem at all confiat the expense of the under-devel- in fact been substantial and im- dE-nt that there will be any net gain
oped ones." This may well be true pressive, and double Canada's worth speaking it. This approach
and constitutes another of the rna- growth rate sincE· 1958. As any may be dictated by Britain's pecuny problems that the European post-350 B.C. graduate of Philoso- liar position vis-a-vis Six and the
Common Market will have to resol· phy 1 should know, however, "post Commonwealth. It may also, howve before it can be completely ef. hoc" arguments of this type often ever, be a realistic appraisal of
fective and successful.
prove treacherous. The present ex- the situation.

Problems of the Common Market
(From the Me Gill Daily)
The European Trade Union has
done extremely well up to date,
with respect to growth and trade,
but the crucial problem still remains unanswered: Will the European Common Market and the
countries outside it ever achieve
a balance of trade?
Professor S. E. Harris, Professor
of Political Economy at Harvard,
explained why the problem is so
acute at the first session of MCWA
last night. As a background, he gave statistics to show how much better the West European countries,
collectively, have fared in the last
seven years than either Britain,
Canada, or the United States.
The problems amongst the countries themselves, such as France's
high tariff on manufactured goods,
and Germany's high tariff on agricultural products, have been more
or less settled .. But the problems of
the Uruted Kingdom and of the
United States and Canada involve
their whole trade balan<:e.
In ge_neral, a country wh1c~ d?es
well Will exP?rt t;nore than 1t Imports, and this will tend to produce an unfavorable balance of payments. The _European countnes do
not have this prablell?-, partly ~ecause of the economic revolution
that has taken place, and partly
because they trade amongst themselves.
Developed Stable System
The European countries have developed a stable economic system
for many reasons. There has been
an increase in the size of the· business unit, which reduces the cost
of production, and goods have been
produced more effectively. The
United States has sent in capital,

trained technologists, and the tourist trade. The large countries outside this trade union are beginning
to feel its growth and are preparing either to fight the· Market or
to co-operate with it.
In expectation of the effect of
the European Common Market, the
United States has introduced its
"trade expansion program" which
will change the trade policy to provide negotiation with the Market.
Parts of this program include reducing the tariff between the USA
and other countries by 50% within
5 years; and eventually completely
eliminating tariffs where the USA
and the Common Market countries
control 80% of the trade.
The United States has fared
poorly over the last seven years in
comparison with the trade expansion of the countries of Western
Europe. Methods to change this
state of affairs have not yet been
succe·ssfully devised
Devaluation Suggested
The devaluation of American
currency in terms of French or
German money has been suggested, and refused for various reasons: the prestige of the government would fall. Russia and South
Africa would receive a subsidy if
the price of gold increased, and the
European countries might not be
cooperative.
Further suggestions to step up
the trade of the States include
making additional reserves available, and setting up an international trade organization. Neither or
these have been put into effect.
The United Kingdom faces loss
of trade with the Commonwealth
nations if it joins the Common
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THE BALLAD SINGER

.... .

Sunlight, move softly in this room.
Touch the worn carpet, the table,
The doily on it,
The teacup, and the little book of sonnets.
Kindle with March beams the bowl
Of daffodils, and in the corner glow
On the canary perched there like a tropic fruit
Strange in a winter land. Shrill and high
His penny-whistle song
Flickers across the room to join
The worn piapo, faintly out of tune.
My fading fingers touch the aging keys
(My touch uncertain now, and once so firm)
And now I sing, where there are none to hear,
The ballads that I loved when I was young.
"A ship I had
In the North Countree
And she went by the name
Of the Golden Vanity" ...
Once there were minstrels,
Now only such as I
Who wistfully recall
An age they did not know,
A stronger age, grim, sinning, bold, beautiful.
Now in the dim spring light
Through this poor room,
Four tiny walls, and an old voice singing,
Pass bloody knights, the ladyes that they loved,
Incestuous lovers,

Where · Are

Foully murdered kings,
Warriors with ruddy swords,
Bowers, and sinking ships,
Brave deeds, and kisses from a true love's lips
"Out of his grave grew a red, red rose,
And from her grave a brier" . . .
But what have I to do with songs like these ?
Merely, a pastime, nothing more.

-· .....
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As he tepped
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the lead-swaddled hatch
,....
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a setond s g wn~e ma\.le me visionary:
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Forest trees shifted as d wave~
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Quiet my life has been, respectable,
Here in this sheltered street, this pretty room,
My canary, and my singing, and my booksLife is not unhappy, so I sing.
Lightly the s~nlight slips across the room ...
The ballads busy me all afternoon.
- Margaret Anne Doody
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